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0. INTRODUCTION 
Many papers is homogenization theory, see [14, 2, 7, 20, 9, 21, 251, 
study the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the problems 
inf u, u Lipschitz continuous and u = 0 on aR , (0.1) 
where 0 is a bounded open set of R”, $ is in L”(Q), and f is a function 
satisfying the usual Carathbodory assumptions, 
and 
f: (x, z) E R” x R”~f(x, z) E [0, + cc [, 
f measurable in x and convex in z (0.2) 
f( ., z) is [O, I]“-periodic for every z in R” (0.3) 
O< w(x)JzIP<f(x, z) d W(x)(l + IzIp), n a.e. in R”, z in R”, 
p > 1; w~“(~~ I), W in L,‘,,(R”). (0.4) 
Moreover in [4, 10, 19, 51, the periodicity assumption (0.3) on f( ., z) 
has been dropped and has been replaced by some kinds of almost 
periodicity. 
Under these hypotheses, and assuming the convergence in the weak 
sense of measures of w(hx)-“(PP ‘) to a function w,(x))“(P- ‘) in L&JR”), 
in [lo] it has been proved that, at least if Sz has Lipschitz boundary, the 
values in (0.1) converge to 
inf 
{J 
n.fmw+ s,+ U, u Lipschitz continuous and u = 0 on %2 , (0.5) 
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where f, is the convex function on R” given by 
f,(z) = Slit $ inf i, .0x, z +Du), 10,sC” 
u Lipschitz continuous and u = 0 on a( 10, s[“) 
I 
(0.6) 
Fundamental tools in the proof of the above convergence result are the 
growth and coerciveness conditions (0.4) and the assumption p > 1. 
In the present paper we just want to study the above problem assuming 
only linear coerciveness. 
We will prove that if f is a function as in (0.2) verifying 
fL4G’wW) for every z in R” 
and the following linear coerciveness assumption 
(0.7) 
I4 Gf(x, 2) x a.e. in R”, z in R”, (0.8) 
and if for every z in R” f( ., z) is almost periodic in the sense that 
for every E > 0 there exists L,> 0 such that for every x0 in R” 
there exists I EX,,+ [IO, L,[” such that 
If(x + t, z) -f(x, z)l < E( 1 +f(x, z)) for a.a. x in R”, z in R” (0.9) 
then for every convex bounded open set Sz, + in Lm(Q) the values in (0.1) 
converge to the value in (0.5) (Theorem 4.1). 
We also establish the convergence in L’(Q) of minimum points for the 
relaxed problems of (0.1) to solutions of the relaxed problem of (0.5) for 
which we give an explicit formula. 
As a particular case, if for every z in R” S( ., z) is [0, I]“-periodic, we 
observe that the functionf, in (0.5) specializes in the well-known formula, 
f,(z) = inf i , J,o ,~” .0x, z + Du), 
u Lipschitz continuous and [0, 1 I”-periodic (0.10) 
We also study the case of Neumann problems. 
These results are obtained by using r-convergence theory (see [ 131) and 
some representation results for functions of measures (cf. [18]). 
It is worth while to remark that in order to identify the f-limit, in the 
topology L’, on BV of the functionals in (O.l), assumption (0.8) is not 
necessary. 
Nevertheless it is crucial in order to prove convergence of infima. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let us define r-convergence (see [ 13, 121). 
Let (U, T) be a topological space having a countable base of open sets 
and let F,,, F,= be functionals defined on U with values in [-CC, + rv]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that 
F,(u) = r-(t) lim F/,(v) for every u in Ii h-rr,L,-ru 
if for every u in U and every v,, --% u 
F;,(u) < limhinf Fh(vh) 
and if for every u in U there exists a sequence uh I-* u such that 
F,(u) b lim sup Fh(uh). 
h 
For every functional F on U let us denote by SC-(z)F the t-lower semi- 
continuous envelope of F. 
In [ 131 the following results are proved. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (Fh) be a sequence of functionals from U to 
[-co, +co]. Then: 
(1) if there exists the functional T-(z) limb,,,,,. Fh(v) on U it is 
T-lower semicontinuous on U; 
(2) there exists a subsequence (Fhk) of (Fh) such that there exists the 
limit ~~(z)lim,,,~,,. Fhk(v) on U; 
(3) if F,(~)=T~(t)lim~,,,,,~F~(v) on U then for every t-con- 
tinuous functional G on U it results that 
F,(u) + G(u) = r-(~) lim h--r33 v’u bC-(T)f’h(U)+G(v)) 
for every u in U. 
Given a sequence (Fh) of functionals on U we will say that the func- 
tionals Fh are equicoercive if for every real number A there exists a compact 
K;. in U such that 
(xEU:F~(U)<A}EK;. for every h. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let (F,,) be a sequence of equicoercive functionals on U. 
Assume that 
F,(u) = T-(r) lim F,,(u) for every u in U; 
h+m,L!-u 
then F, has a minimum on U and 
min F,,(u) = lim inf Fh(u). 
UElJ DE v 
Moreover lf(uh) is a sequence such that u,, --k u and F,,(u,,) = min,, U FJu) 
then u is a minimum for F, on U. 
We now define almost periodicity (cf. [lo, 41). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let f be as in (0.2). We say that fis C-almost periodic 
(C-a.p.) in x if (0.9) holds. 
Iff does not depend explicitly on z (0.9) becomes 
for every E >O there exists L, >O such that for every X~E R” 
there exists t E x0 + [0, L,[” such that 
If(x + t) -f(x)1 < ~(1 +f(x)) for a.a. x in R”. (1.1) 
The number L, is calied the inclusion length and the vectors t are the 
quasi periods. 
For every measurable set E denote by [El the Lebesgue measure of E. 
For C-a.p. functions the following result is proved in [lo]. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let f  be a C-a.p. function verifving (0.7). 
Then for every bounded open set Q, z in R” the limit 
l(z) = )i+z h s, f(sx, z) dx (1.2) 
exists, is finite, and depends only on z. 
Denote by Lip,,, the set of the locally Lipschitz continuous functions 
on R”. 
In [lo] the following result about homogenization of almost periodic 
functionals is proved [ 10, Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.71. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let f be a C-a.p. function verifying (0.7). 
Then for every z in R” the limit 
f,(z)=Jim$inf{J f(x, z + Du), u E Lip,,,, u = 0 on 13( 10, s[“) 
lO.rC” 1 
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exists, is .finite and 
for every bounded open set Q, u in Lip,,, . (1.3) 
If in addition f is [0, I]“-periodic in the x variable, then the function f, 
specializes to 
f(x, z + Du), u E Lip,,,, u [0, 1 I”-periodic , 
In (1.3) we have denoted by L,“(0) the topology in Lip,,, induced by 
the extended metric 
if spt(u - v) C 0 
otherwise. 
For every open set Q of R” denote by BV(S2) the set of those functions 
in L’(Q) that have distributional partial derivatives that are Radon 
measures with bounded total variations on C2. We will denote by DU such 
R”-valued vector measure. 
Let us recall that the total variation on 0 of a function u in BP’(Q) is 
defined by 
!” P~l=sup i udivg,gE(C~(SZ))“,/gl61 . 
R R 
Moreover let u be a BV-function, then according to Lebesgue decom- 
position theorem we have (Du)(E) = jE RDu(x) dx + (XL)(E), where we 
have denoted by RDu the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Du with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure and with SDu the singular part (with respect to 
Lebesgue measure) of Du. 
For a survey on BV-functions we refer to [ 171 here we only recall that 
if 52 is a bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary from every sequence 
of BP’(Q)-functions bounded in BV(S2) a subsequence can be selected such 
that it converges in L’(Q) to a function in BV(SZ). 
Again if Q is a bounded open set there exists a constant c(Q), depending 
only on Q, such that 
for every u in BV(Q) with compact support. 
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If $2 = R” we will omit the symbol Q in the total variations. Analogously 
in the integrals. 
We will set L:,, = L:,,(R”). 
For every bounded open set Q let us define the sets 
BV,(Q)= (uEBV(R”)]u=Oin R”-O) 
Lip,(Q) = { 24 o Lip,,, 1 spt(u) C Q}. 
We now prove some results we will need in the following. 
For every u in L,&, t > 0 let us set 
d(x) = f u(tx), u,(x)=24 f , 
0 
x a.e. in R”. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let u in BV(R”) and let t > 0. 
Then u’ E BV( R”) and 
j Pu’l G$ j IW; 
(Du’)(E) = f (Du)(tE) for every Bore1 set E of R”; 
RDu’(x) = RDu( tx) x a.e. in R”; 
(SDu’)(E)=$ (SDu)(tE) forevery Borelset EofR”. 
ProoJ: Let g E (Ch( R”))” with Ig(x)l d 1 for every x in R”. 
Then 
I u’ div g = I f u(tx)(div, g)(x) dx 
=- ’ ju(~)(div.~g,)(~)dyi~J’IW. t” 
From (1.9) it follows that U’E BV(R”) and that (1.5) holds. 
As in (1.9) we can prove that 
(1.9)
J d(x) D,&x) dx = $ J u(x) D,d,(x) dx for every qS in Ck(R”). (1.10) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
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Hence recalling that 
u’Dq4 = - c 
qb dDu’, uDq5= - i‘ 
qSdDu for every d in Cb( R”) 
we deduce by (1.10) 
,111 I,,,‘=-&,,, for every 4 in C$ R”). 11 
We now prove (1.6). 
Let us assume that E is open and bounded. 
Let (qSh)c CA(P) be such that SU~~II~~~I~~~(~~)< +co, the support of 
each #,, is contained in a fixed compact of R” and q5h(~) + xE(x) for every 
x in R”, xE being the characteristic function of E. 
Then by (1.11) we deduce 
dDu=f (Du)(tE). (1.12) 
Then (1.6) for Bore1 sets follows by (1.12) and standard arguments in 
measure theory recalling that the vector measures Du and Du’ are Radon 
measures. 
In order to prove (1.7) let a be a mollifier. 
For every q > 0, x, y in R” let us set 
Then for every t > 0 it results by ( 1.11) that 
(1.13) 
As q -+ 0 + we obtain by (1.13), cf. also [23], for a.a. x in R”, 
RDu’(x) = Jim+ 1 a,,,(y) dDu’(y) = lim q+o+ s 
Q,,JY) DDE = RWtx), 
(1.14) 
that is (1.7). 
Finally (1.8) follows by (1.6) and (1.7). 1 
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2. ~-CONVERGENCE ON L:,, 
Let f be a C-a.p. function verifying (0.7) then by Theorem 1.6 the limit 
in (0.6) exists and is finite. 
Let fuo be the convex function on R” defined by (0.6). 
For every bounded open set Q, h E N, let us define the functionals on L,‘,, 
as 
s f(hx, Du), 
F;o'(Q, u) = a 
+a, 
1 
s f (Ax, Du), 
Fp(SZ, 24) = l2 
+CQ, 
I 
s fm(Du), 
F’O’(Q, u)=sc-(L’(Q)) D 
+a, 
I fcx,(Du)> 
F”)(Q, u) = scr(L’(l2)) R 
+a, 
u E Lip,(Q) 
(2.1) 
u E L:,, - Lip,(O) 
(2.2) 
u E Lip,(Q) 
(2.3) 
u E L:,, - Lip,(Q) 
(2.4) 
u E L:,, - Lip,,,. 
Let us observe that, since we will identify the following limits, by 
Theorem 1.2 it is not restrictive to assume that 
FE(f2,u) = r- (L’(R)) h +li& u Fp(a, u), i=o, 1 (2.5) 
exists for every bounded open set 0, u in L:,,. 
Then, arguing as in [ 10, Lemma 4.21, it can be proved that 
F”‘(Q, u) = ~QfAW (2.6) 
for every bounded open set ft, u in Lip,(Q) if i = 0, u in Lip,,, if i= 1. 
By virtue of (2.6) we soon obtain: 
I,EMMA 2.1. Let f be a C-a.p. function verifying (0.7) and let F(j), Fz be 
defined in (2.3) t (2.5). 
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F’;‘(SZ, u) 6 F”‘(Q, u), i=o, 1 (2.7) 
for every bounded open set Q, u in L:,,. 
ProoJ Let us consider the case i= 0, the proof for the other being 
similar changing Lip,(Q) with Lip,,,. 
Let X2 be a bounded open set and let u in L,‘,,. 
Let (uh) c Lip,(Q) be such that uh -+ u in L’(R) and 
(2.8) 
Then by (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain by Theorem 1.2 
I;E’(Q, u) d limAinf F$(S2, uh) = limhinf !” fX(Duh) < F”)(SZ, u), (2.9) 
R 
that is (2.7). 1 
Let Q be a bounded open set. 
For every r E N set 
Sz,? = 
i 
x E R”: dist(x, Q) < 1 
r 
Q, = XE~: dist(x, aQ)>i 
1 i 
Moreover for every u E L:,,, y E R” let us denote by u(,) the function 
defined by U(,)(X) = u(x - y), x E R”. 
Then as in [lo, Lemma4.31 we can deduce: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f be a C-a.p. ,function verifying (0.7) and let F:( defined 
in (2.5), i=O, 1. 
Then for every r E N 
there exists or > 0 with 0, --* 0 as r + co such that Fg’(Q, u) 2 
c3fc > UC.“) ) - 6, for every bounded open set 52 with I%21 = 0, 
u in L:,, with u = 0 in R” -Q and y in R” with 1 yl < 1/2r; (2.10) 
Fz)(Q, u) > Fz’(Q; , z+,~,) for every bounded open set 0, u in 
L:,, and y in R” with 1 yl < 1/2r. (2.11) 
We will need also the following lemma that can be proved analogously 
as in [20]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let G: L:,, + [0, + 001 be convex lower semicontinuous 
functional and let c( be a nonnegative measurable function on R” such that 
jRn 4~) 4 = 1. 
Let v: R” -+ L:,, be such that for every x in R” the function 
y E R” H v(y)(x) E R is measurable. 
Then if~Rn4y)v(y)&~~~o,, 
G 
0 
4~) 4~) 4 
1 
G ? ,^. 4~) ‘34~)) dy. (2.12) 
R” 
Thanks to Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a C-a.p. function verifying (0.7) and let F$‘, F(” 
be defined in (2.3) + (2.5), i=O, 1. 
Then 
sup F”‘(A, u) Q Fz’(Q, u) 
AER 
(2.13) 
for every bounded open set Q, u in L:,,. 
sup (F”‘(A, u)-fJO)IA -D/} <F$‘(R, u) (2.14) 
AIR 
for every bounded open set s2 and every u in L:,, with u = 0 in R” - Sz. 
Proof Let us prove (2.13). 
Let Q be a bounded open set, u in L,‘,,, and let A be a bounded open set 
with A c Sz. 
Let r E N be such that A c 0; c Sz. 
Let CI be a mollifier and let, for every q > 0, u,(x) = (q * u)(x) be a 
regularization of U. 
Then by (2.11), (2.6), Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3, applied to G = Fz) 
and v(y) = q,.), we deduce 
F”‘(A, u) < lim inf j f,(Du,) = lim inf Fz)(Q,, u4) 
q-o+ Q,- q-o+ 
< lim inf 
s a$ Y 1 F:V’r-~ UC,) ) dy< F;‘(Q, u). (2.15) q+o+ R” 
Therefore taking the supremum in (2.15) we obtain (2.13). 
Let us prove (2.14). 
Let A, 52 be bounded open sets with A 3 Q and let u in L:,, with u = 0 
in R”-SZ. 
Let r E N be such that A 3 0:. 
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As before let, for every q> 0, u,, be a regularization of U, since u = 0 out 
of R, u,, will have compact support in sZ;t if ye is sufficiently small. 
Then by (2.10) (2.6), Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
F’O’(A, U) 6 lim inf 
s 
.f,,(Du,) 
q-o+ A 
= lim inf 
I 
n: f,(Du,) +f,(O) IA - Sz: I 
q-o+ 
= lim inf Fz’(SZj+, %J+fdw-Q,+I 
v-o+ 
Letting r + + co we obtain by (2.16), 
P’“‘(A, u) 6 F~‘(Q, u) +f,(O) IA - Gq. (2.17) 
By (2.17), (2.14) follows. 1 
Let g: R” -+ [0, + cc [ be a convex function. 
For every bounded open set Q let us define the functionals on L:,,, 
1 
5 g(Du)> 
24 E Lip,(Q) 
J’“‘(Q, u) = SCC(L’(sz)) R (2.18) 
+a, u E L:,, - Lip,(Q) 
I 
s g(DuL u E Limb, 
J”‘(Q, u) = sc-(L’(Q)) n (2.19) 
+a, 24 E L:,, - Lip,,, . 
We will need the following result. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let g: R” -+ [0, + co [ be a convex function and let J(j), 
i=O, 1, be defined in (2.18) and (2.19). 
Then 
sup J”‘(A, u) = J(‘)(Q, u) 
ACR 
(2.20) 
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for every convex bounded open set Q, u in L:,,; 
sup {.P’(A, U)-g(O)(A-SZI} =P’(s2, u) 
A4R 
(2.21) 
for every convex bounded open set 52, u in L&, with u = 0 in R” - Q. 
Proof. Let Q be a convex bounded open set and let u in L/,,. Assume 
that 0~52. 
Let us first prove (2.20). 
Since obviously 
sup #“(A, U) 6 J”‘(Q, U) 
ACR 
(2.22) 
we only have to prove that 
sup J"'(A, 2.4) 2 J"'(Q, u). 
ACR 
(2.23) 
Let r E N, SE 10, 1[ and let (uh) z Lip,,, be such that uh + u in L’(sQ) 
and 
J”)(sQ, u) 3 limhinf 1 g(Du,). (2.24) 
sn 
By our assumptions on Q let t E 10, 1 [ be such that (l/t) sR 3 52. 
Define the functions u:, U’ as u;(y) = (l/t) uh( ty), u’(y) = (l/t) u( ty), 
then 
u:, + U’ in L’(Q). (2.25) 
By (2.24) and (2.25) we obtain 
J”‘(sQ, u) < lim inf t” 
h I 
dD.$h(tY)) 4 
(l/r)sQ 
> lim inf t” 
h I 
g(QXy)) 4 b t”J(‘W, 4, (2.26) 
a 
hence, being s arbitrarily chosen, by (2.26) we deduce 
sup J”‘(A, u) > t”J(‘)(Q, u’) for every t E 10, 1 [. 
AER 
As t-l-, u’+ u in L’(Q), hence by (2.27) we obtain 
(2.27) 
sup J”‘(A, u) >, lim inf t”J(‘)(Q, 24’) 2 J(1)(Q, U), 
ACR r-1- 
(2.28 ) 
that is (2.23). 
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We now prove (2.21). 
Let u in L:oc with u=O in RN-Q. 
Let us recall that, being Q convex, IXJj = 0. 
Let (uh) c Lip,(R) be such that u,, + u in L’(Q) and 
J’O’(Q, 24) 3 lim inf 
c K(D~~A), h c2 
(2.29) 
then if A is a bounded open set with A 3 Q it results that 
J’“‘(Q, U) = limhinf [ g(Du,) - g(0) IA -Q 
A 
>f’“‘(A, u)- g(O)lA -q. (2.30) 
In order to prove the reverse inequality it is sufficient to show that 
JCo’(sZ, U) < lim sup #“(Ai, U) for every sequence (A,) 
of bounded opkn sets with Aj ZI A,- , 3 Q, Q = n A,. 
IEN 
(2.31) 
Let (Aj) be as in (2.31). 
Let Jo N and let (u,,) E Lip,(A,) be such that uh --f u in L’(A.,) and 
J”‘( A,, u) > lim inf 
i g(DVh). 
(2.32) 
h A, 
By our assumptions on Q let t > 1 be such that Q 3 (l/t) Aj for every 
i 2 j. 
Define the functions vi, U’ as ui( JJ) = (l/t) uh( fv), u’(y) = (l/t) u( ty), then 
vl, -+ U’ in L’(Q). (2.33) 
By (2.32) and (2.33) we obtain 
J”‘( A,, U) = lim inf I” 
h s 
dDxfJh(O’)) & 
IllrM, 
(2.34) 
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By (2.34) we deduce 
lim inf JCo)(Aj, U) 2 t” JCo)(Q, u’) - g(0) (2.35) 
i 
for every t > 1. 
As t+l+, U’ -+ u in L’(Q), so by (2.35) we obtain 
lim inf $‘)(A I’ U) >/ J’O’(Q U) 2 7 
J 
(2.36) 
that implies (2.31). 1 
By virtue of the above results we obtain 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f be a C-a-p. function verifying (0.7) and let F(‘), Fz 
be defined in (2.3) + (2.5), i= 0, 1. 
Then 
Fg’(Q, u) = F”‘(SZ, u) 
for every convex bounded open set Q, u in L:,,; 
F”‘(Q u) = F”‘(l2, u) oc‘ 7 
for every convex bounded open set 52, u in L,& with u = 0 in R” - Sz. 
Proof: It follows by Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.4, and Theorem 2.5 applied 
with g = f m and Jci) = F(‘) . I 
3. A REPRESENTATION RESULT 
In this section we want to prove an integral representation result for 
functionals like those defined in (2.3) and (2.4). 
Let g : R” F+ [0, + cc [ be a convex function. 
Then for z fixed in R” the function t E [0, + cc [ H tg(z/t) is decreasing, 
hence the limit 
exists. 
g*(z)= lim tg f 
r-o+ 0 
The function z E R” H g*(z) is called the recession function of g. 
It is well known (cf., for example, [18]) that g* is convex, lower semi- 
continuous, sublinear on R” and g*(O) = 0. 
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For every bounded open set L! and u in L:,C let us define the functional 
g(Dzl,), *h E Lip,,,,, 
uh -+ u in L,‘,,(Q), Q,, bounded open set, Q,, -+ !Z2 , (3.1) 
where Q,, + R means that for every compact K in Q, 52,~ K for every h 
sufficiently large. 
Then in [18, Theorem 51, it is proved that: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be a nonnegative convex finite function on R” and let 
J’ be defined by (3.1). 
Then for every bounded open set Q, u in BV(Q) it results that 
J’(f2, u) = j g(RDu) + g*(SDu)(Q), (3.2) 
D 
where g*(SDu) is the measure on the Bore1 sets defined by 
g*(SDu)(E) = sup{&g*((SW(~i)), 
(E;) finite partition of E into Bore1 sets}. (3.3) 
For every nonnegative, convex function g on R” let J(O), J(‘) be defined 
in (2.18), (2.19). 
Then the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let g be a nonnegative convex function on R”. Then 
J’(Q, u) = J”‘(f2, zl) (3.4) 
for every convex bounded open set 52, u in L:,,. 
Proof. Let 52 be a convex bounded open set and let u in L,‘,,. 
Obviously we only have to prove that 
J’(s2, u) 3 J”‘(S2, u). (3.5) 
Let (uh) c Lip,,, with u,, + u in L:,,(Q) and let (Sz,) be a sequence of 
open sets with CI,, -+ Q verifying 
J’(Q, u) 2 limhinf i,, g(Du,). (3.6) 
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Let A be an open set with A c Sz, then uh + u on L’(A) and by (3.6) we 
obtain 
J’(Q, u) 3 limhinf 1 g(Du,,) 2 ./(‘)(A, u). (3.7) 
A 
By (3.7) we deduce 
J’(Q, u) 2 sup #“(A, u). 
AER 
(3.8) 
At this point, since Q is convex, (3.5) follows by (3.8) and (2.20) of 
Theorem 2.5. 1 
We can deduce now a first representation result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let g be a nonnegative convex finite function on R” and let 
.I(‘) be defined by (2.19). 
Then for every convex bounded open set Sz 
J(‘)(Q, u) = j g(RDu) + g*(SDu)(Q) .for every u in BV(Q). (3.9) 
R 
If in addition we assume that 
then 
lim g(z)= +cc (3.10) 
I=1 - fX 
J”)(Q, u) = +cc for every bounded open set 12, u in L,‘,,, - B V(Q). (3.11) 
Proof: Let D be a convex bounded open set. 
A direct application of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 yields (3.9). 
In order to prove (3.11) let us recall that (3.10) implies that 
there exists k > 0 such that k 1zI - 1 < g(z) for every z in R”. (3.12) 
Let u E L:,, - BV(O) and let (uh) E Lip,,, with uh --) u in L’(Q). 
We must prove that 
lim inf 
h J 
g(R&,) + g*(sh,)(fi) = +CO. (3.13) 
i-2 
If (3.13) would not occur then by (3.12) (recall that (3.12) implies 
klzl < g*(z) for every z) the sequence (uh) would be bounded in BY(Q) 
and, by weak compactness, u would be in B?‘(Q). 
Therefore (3.13) holds. 
By (3.13), (3.11) follows. 1 
Let us consider now the case of null boundary datum. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let g he u nonnegative convex finite,finction on R”. 
Then 
JC’)(Q’, 2.4) - g(0) p2’ - 91 <J’“‘(G), u) (3.14) 
jbr every couple qf bounded open sets 52, 62’ with 52 c 52’ and u in L,‘,, with 
u=O in R”-12. 
Prooj Let Sz, 52’ and u be as above. 
Let (uh) c Lip,(Q) be such that u,, + u in L’(Q) and 
P’(Q, u) 2 lim inf id&,). h s R 
Then uh + u in L’(U) and by (3.15) we have 
J’O’(Q u) > lim inf > A 
h I 
dDu,)-dO)lQ’-Ql 
Q’ 
> J”‘(R’, u) - g(0) IQ’ - Q(, 
that is (3.14). 1 
(3.15) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let g be a nonnegative convex ,finite function on R” and let 
J’ be defined by (3.1). 
Then 
J’(sZ’, u) - g(0) IQ’ - Q’l 2 J’“‘(sZ, u) (3.16) 
for every couple of bounded open sets Q, Q’ with 52 c Q’ and u in L:,C with 
compact support in 0. 
Proof Let Q, Q’, u be as above. 
Let u be a mollifier and let, for every q > 0, U, = (aa * u) be a regulariza- 
tion of 24. 
For q sufficiently small uq has compact support in Sz. 
Let us recall that, by [23, Theorem 11, it follows that 
J’(Q’, u) = lim s g(Du,), 
‘I-o+ R; 
where ~2; = (x E Q’: dist(x, a&?‘) > q}. 
Therefore by (3.17) we deduce 
(3.17) 
J’(Q, u) = lim 
i 
j 
‘1-o+ fi 
g(Du,) + g(0) IQ; - SZI 
3 J”‘(sZ, u)+ g(O)lQ’-a(. (3.18) 
By (3.18), (3.16) follows. m 
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By virtue of Lemma 3.5 and an approximation argument we can prove 
the following result. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let g be a nonnegative convex finite function on R". Then 
P(R', u) - g(0) 152' - s21 >, J'O'(f2, u) (3.19) 
for every couple of bounded open sets Q, Q2’ with 52 convex, .Q c 1;2’ and u in 
L,‘,, with u =0 in R”-Q. 
Proof Let Q, Q’, u be as above. For simplicity let us assume that 0 E Q. 
Let (~4~) E Lip,,, be such that uh + u in L’(G) and 
J”‘(Q’, 24) 2 lim inf 
h i 
cd&,). (3.20) 
R’ 
Let t > 1 and let Q” be a bounded open set such that D c Q” c tQ” c Q’. 
Let us define the functions uX, U’ as u;(x) = (l/t) u,,(tx), u’(x) = 
(l/t) u(tx), then U: -+ U’ on L’(W) and 
s g(D.d,(x)) x R” 
zz 
I 
d(D,,udtxH dx *,, 
1 
=- t” j,,,, g(D.,,ud y)) 4 6 f jQ, g(h). (3.21) 
By (3.20) and (3.21) we deduce 
J”)(Q”, u’)+‘(n’, u). (3.22) 
Since 0 E Q and t > 1, U’ has compact support in Q, therefore by (3.22), 
Lemma 3.5, and Proposition 3.2 we deduce 
J’O’(Q, 24’) + g(0) IQ” - i-21 d $ J’L’(Q’, 24). (3.23) 
As t-r l+, U’ --) u in L’(Q) and by (3.23) we obtain 
J”‘(Q, U) 6 lim inf J”‘(52, u’) <J”)(Q’, U) - g(0) 152” - Ql. (3.24) 
r-1+ 
As Q” --+ R’ we obtain (3.19). m 
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We can now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let g he u nonnegative convex finite function on R” und let 
J@’ he defined by (2.18). 
Then for every couple qf bounded open sets 9, D’ with 52 comex ~lnd 
Dcsz 
J’“‘(f2, u) = J g(RDu) + g*(lsDu)(o’) - g(0) (Q’ - Ql (3.25) 
R’ 
for every u in BV,(Q). 
If in addition we assume (3.10) then 
J’O’(R, u) = +m for every bounded open set Sz: 
u in Li,, - BV,(Q). (3.26) 
Proof: Let 52, Q’ be as above. 
The proof of (3.25) follows by Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.6, Proposition 3.2, 
and Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of (3.26) proceeds as the one of (3.11) in Theorem 3.3. 1 
Let H”- ’ denote the (n - 1 )-Hausdorff measure. 
For every open set Sz with Lipschitz boundary let us denote by v the 
inner unit vector normal to X?. 
By Theorem 3.7 we deduce the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let g be a nonnegative convex finite function on R” 
verifving (3.10) and let J(O) be defined by (2.18). 
Then 
1 
n 
g(RDu)+ g*(SDu)(Q)+jfiQ g*(vu)dH”--’ if u~BV(l2) 
= 
+cO if uEL:,,-BV(q 
(3.27) 
for every convex bounded open set 0. 
Proof: Let Q be a convex bounded open set and let (Qj) be a sequence 
of bounded open sets with sZj 3 Qj+, 3 Q, 0 = (7,E N Qi. 
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Let u be in BP’,(Q), then recalling that Ias21 =0 we obtain by 
Theorem 3.7 
J’“‘(Q, u) =lim j g(RDu) + g*(SDu)(Q.,) + g(0) )Qi - QI 
.I n, 
= 5 g(RDu) + g*(sDu)@) n 
= I g(RDu) + g*(sDu)(Q) + g*(sDu)(aQ). (3.28) R 
At this point we only have to recall that, being Q convex, Q has 
Lipschitz boundary and that, see [17], the vector measure SDu is 
absolutely continuous with respect to H”-‘l,?n with 
dSDu dDU 
dH” =dH”==u, H”- ’ a.e. in XJ 
and that, see [ 18, Theorem 2’1, 
g*(sDu)(ao)= $, g* (-$FJ &J”-‘. 
(3.29) 
Hence if u E BYa the thesis follows by (3.28), (3.30) and (3.29). 
In order to complete the proof we only have to observe that, see [17], 
since D has Lipschitz boundary, every function u in SV(Q) can be 
extended to a 87/,(Q) function ii with the position 
G(x) = u(x) if xEQ 
0 if XER”-52. 
Hence the thesis follows. 1 
4. THE CONVERGENCE OF MINIMUM POINTS 
Let f be a C-a.p. function verifying (0.7). 
Then Theorem 1.6 applies and the limit 
fE(z)=)iT $inf (I f(x, z + Du), u E LipdlO, 4”)1 (4.1) 10,sC” 
exists and is finite for every z in R”. 
Let f,* be the recession function of fm 
Z 
f:(z)= lim ff, - . 
r-o+ 0 t (4.2) 
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For every bounded open set Q, UE BV(O) let ,f’f(SDu)(Q) be defined by 
(3.3) with g=,f, 
Let F-j,‘)‘, Fj,” be defined by (2.1) and (2.2). 
By virtue of the results of the previous sections we can prove the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f‘be a C-a.p. function verijying (0.7) and (0.8) and let 
f= be the function defined in (4.1). 
Then 
I4 Gff,(z), z in R” (4.3) 
and for every convex bounded open set Q, $ in L”(Q), zffor every h E N uz 
and ui are respectively solutions of the problems 
min sc~(L’(Q))F~“‘(0,z4)+jQ$u,utL~0,} 
i 
if i=O (4.4) 
min ~c~(L~(~))Fl,“(O,u)+~~~u~+~~~~,utL,b,} 
i 
if i=l (4.5) 
then (ui) and (u;) are compact in L’(Q) and the subsequences that converge 
to solutions of 
min f,(RDu) +f,(sDu)(Q) + j-o f,*(vu) dH” ’ + c,, $u, u E RMQ)} 
(4.6) 
if i = 0, v being the unit inner vector normal to tX2, 
min of,(RDu)+f~(SDu)(S1)+~a~~~+~~$u,u~BV(Q)} 
{j 
lf i=l. 
(4.7) 
Moreover the convergence of the whole sequence of the minimum values in 
(4.4) (respectively in (4.5)) to the minimum value in (4.6) (respectively in 
(4.7)) holds. 
If in addition for every z in R”f( ., z) is [0, I]“-periodic, the ,function f, 
in (4.1) is equal to 
f(x, z + Du), u E Lip,,,, u[O, 1 I”-periodic . (4.8 1 
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Proof. By (0.8), (4.3) follows easily. 
In order to prove the convergence results we have to observe that by 
(0.8) the functionals F’p’ and FYI + lQ (u( are equicoercive on L:,,, there- 
fore so are the functionals in (4.4) and (4.5). 
Moreover the functionals u E L:,,c H In tju and u E L:,, H jn IuI are 
L’(Q)-continuous. 
Therefore the thesis follows by Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 2.6, Corollary 3.8, and 
Theorem 3.3 applied to g =f,. m 
By standard results and Corollary 3.8, applied to g = f, , we know that 
the values in (0.1) and (0.5) agree with those in (4.4) and (4.6), therefore 
the result stated in the introduction follows by Theorem 4.1. 
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